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“The Idea Of You” is an ode to love at first sight, to loving without reservation, and healing the
scars of the past. It takes the reader on a journey from the lighthouse, where I first fell in love with
the love of my life, to the seas we’ve sailed and the adventures we’ve had together.

From the Inside FlapThe following discussion about the Iron Condor is not a beginner's book. It
assumes the reader knows what vertical credit spreads are and how they fabricate the Iron
Condor. In fact, the reader most benefitted by this book may be the one that has traded vertical
spreads and iron condors and wants to improve his/her percentage of successful trades and
increase profit. Anyone that has suffered the regrettable situation where you lose all or most of
the investment needs to know how to avoid the problem. One should set a goal to never lose
more than twice the credit. Understand that the Iron Condor has a high risk to reward and plan to
monitor and adjust with triggers and a plan of action predetermined when the trade is first put on.
The following text should provide the tools, triggers and monitors necessary to be a successful
Iron Condor trader.About the AuthorRoyal Ellinger, DDS has a thirty three year history of
providing periodontal care to the world's finest patients - Veterans of the United States Military.
He was a program director training young residents in the specialty of Periodontics for 21 years.
He finished his career administering a large dental clinic and practicing at a Veteran Affairs
Medical Center. Now retired, he has dedicated his studious nature to the academics of option
trading. 
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The Idea Of Youpoetry about love & heartbreak by Rylan Chersky(c) 2018 Rylan Chersky
dedicated to the woman who made me see the world in a whole new wayi love you more than
anythingCHAPTERSChapter One By The LighthouseChapter Two By The SeaChapter Three
On The TidesChapter FourDrowning or Surviving Chapter OneBy The Lighthouse i had, by
mere chancehappened upon a lighthouseas i was exploring the eastern shores and next to it, i
saw a woman of such incredible beautythat it felt as if i had just discovered the true purpose of
my life:to make her mine. so often in lifewe are chasing after a shadow of happiness without
knowingthe truth of itthrough every darkness a beacon of light pierces a lighthouse of hope on
every tumultuous sea loveis the summationof a thousand small gestures adding up to
romancewhat use is it to live life denying yourselfyour own desires?she didn’t fall for me because
of my appearance or my witshe fell for mebecause she sensed in me a kindred soula spark in
the darkness too often we pursue possessions rather than peopledon’t waste your time on
people who won’t give youthe same effortin returnwith a flower behind her earand a sundress
flowing in the breeze she walked up to meand though we had just metfor the first timei felt as if i
had known herfor my entire lifeour love will remaineven when everything else has faded
awaywould you goto the ends of the earth for me?i would for youand i’m not afraid to say it.
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pilar r., “muy bueno. lo ame”

Duffgirl, “♥️. Great book”

The book by Royal Ellinger DDS has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 20 people have provided feedback.
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